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86 PARK HARRISON.-Note on Photographs of 
who buried in the round barrows of Orkney, if we attribute 
them with the same antiquity as those of the round barrows of 
England. The date of the introduction of bronze into England 
has been estimated by Canon Greenwell as being somewhere 
about the year B.C. 1000,1 and the same authority considers 
the round barrows of England to belono to a period which 
centres more or less in B.C. 500. 
Description of Plate .2 
Figs. 1 and 2, Norunce frontalis et ltateralis of skull No. 346A, 
from Skerrabrae. Scale, one-third linear. 
3 and 4, Normxoe frontalis et lateralis of skull No. 346B, 
from Skerrabrae. Scale, one-third. 
5 and 6, Normnw lateralis et verticalcis of skull No. 164, from 
Rendall. Scale, one-third. 
Professor FLOWER, Professor THANE, Mr. A. L. LEWIS, Mr. 
PARK HARRISON, Mr. C. ROBERTS, and Dr. J. RAE offered some 
remarks on the subject of the paper, and the author briefly 
replied. 
Mr. PARK HARRISON exhibited and described a collection of 
photographs of inhabitants of the British Isles, which he regarded 
as representing the old Jutish type: 
Note on PHOTOGRAPHS of INHABITANTS of BRITAIN of JUTISH 
TYPE. By J. PARK HARRISON, M.A., M.R.A.S. 
THE writer was struck, whein paying a visit in Kent two years 
ago, with certain peculiarities in the physiognomy of a portion 
of the population round Canterbury, which he suspected might 
be due to Jutish blood. He consequently collected a number 
of photographs, and sent them to Dr. Beddoe, F.R.S., with the 
request that he would give his opinion on the subject. In reply, 
that distinguished anthropologist wrote to say that he found no 
difficulty in accepting the portraits as typical of the race above 
alluded to. 
Mr. Harrison in the following year took some of the best 
specimens with him to the Isle of Wight, and spent several days 
in studying the native population in Newport and the district 
between that town and Ryde, which tradition says was peopled 
I "British Barrows," p. 131 (1877). " These photozincographs were reduced from drawings by Mr. J. G. Goodchild, 
the projections having been taken by the author with Broca's stereograph. 
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Inhabitants of Britain of Jutish Type. 87 
by the Jutes. The result was that precisely the same pecu- 
liarities were detected that had been observed in Kent. 
Subsequently, on instituting a search for faces of similar type 
in South Hants, opposite the Isle of Wight, several were met 
with; whilst many more were observed which sufficiently con- 
trasted with familiar English types in that part of the country 
to show that the blood was mixed. 
The peculiarity of the Jutish features consists in the form of 
the nose and mouth. There is no nasal point, or tip, properly so 
called, as in the Danish, Cymric, and Iberian face, and their 
inter-crosses; nor is there any approach to the slight bulb which 
distinguishes the Saxon. The end of the nose is rounded off 
somewhat sharply, and the septum descends considerably below 
the line of the nostrils. The lips are less moulded or formed, 
and resemble the Iberian rather than the Saxon type. The 
lower lip, more particularly, is thick and deep. The Jutish 
profile has a strong resemblance to that sculptured in the 
Assyrian marbles. 
It should be mentioned that there is an alabaster monument 
in Newport Church of De Horsey, who was Captain-General of 
the Isle of Wight in the sixteenth century. His profile closely 
resembles the type still existing in the neighbourhood, and it is 
said to be hereditary in the De Horsey family. Now it is 
important to note that Dr. Isaac Taylor considers Horsey as 
the Saxon equivalent for Horsa, a name common amongst the 
Jutes. Such survival of names, when joined with physiological 
siinilarities, is of more value than is generally assigned to it, in 
a racial point of view. 
It will be well also to bear in mind that objects are met with 
in early graves both in the Isle of Wight and in Kent that 
are not found, for instance, in Sussex, or with Saxon interments 
elsewhere. This would appear to accord with the conclusions 
we arrive at from the physiognomy of the Jutes and Saxons, 
namely, that their race-origin was different. 
Whether the same peculiarities exist in Jutland at the present 
day is not known; but the population there was, there is reason to 
believe, not homogeneous in early times, and it is possible that 
the Jutes, properly so called, may have migrated with their 
families, in separate bodies like their neighbours the Angles. 
If so, this would go far to account for the perpetuation of the 
peculiarities of the people in this country. 
In London, as might be expected from the near neighbour- 
hood of Kent, Jutish faces may occasionally be met with in 
the streets. 
It would be interesting to ascertain if the type exists on the 
East Coast of Scotland, or in the North of England. 
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